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Safer Internet Day 

This edition of our Safeguarding Newsletter is dedicated to the hugely 

important topic of Internet Safety. 

Safer Internet Day (SID) took place on 11th February this year.  This is a 

worldwide event and at UPS every child took part in age-appropriate 

assemblies and activities. The theme this year was “Together for a better 

internet”. 

 

 

 

 

As you can see the children enjoyed tasting different foods from around 

Great Britain and Upper 1 children did a great job of telling everyone about 

 

Children from Pre-Reception to Intermediate had a special assembly with Miss Sharp. They looked at all the good 

things that the internet can be used for and how important it is to tell an adult if they see or hear anything that 

worries them.  In class the children looked at books and discussed asking for permission to go on devices plus not 

clicking on things that they don’t know about.  Please see the Internet Safety section of the school’s website – we 

have just added links to online books that you can share with your children. 

Mr Moody and Lower 1 presented the assembly for Transition and Juniors. They looked at keeping personal data 

private, thinking about when we need to get permission and agreement of others when using the internet or 

playing online games and considering how our actions might affect others (for example when sharing 

photographs).  Again, the overriding message was that children should speak to parents or another adult if they 

are worried or need help. 

 

 

 

New Safeguarding Arrangements in Essex 
 

At the end of February we welcomed EST E Safety Training (widely known as ‘The 2 Johns’) to deliver updated 

information and advice on keeping children safe in the ever changing digital world. They started off with staff on 

the training day then returned to deliver age appropriate workshops to the children, followed that evening by a 

session for parents.   Whilst we understand that the whole subject of internet safety can be a scary prospect, we 

feel that it is vital to keep abreast of current trends and dangers and to be receptive to new ideas on the best way 

to help our children to stay safe online.  

 
E Safety Workshops and Training for everyone at UPS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2 Johns have a vast amount of experience in the Police Force, working with children in primary and secondary 

settings and with organisations such as Safeguarding Boards. The content of their sessions is based largely on what 

the children and young people tell them about their experiences in the digital world. They spent the day with us 

working  with the children in age groups to ensure that the content was appropriate and relevant.  Our younger 

children watched a video about making sure that we only ever interact online with people we know in person and 

the older children also talked about games within games and the dangers of live streaming.  The 2 Johns had told 

us that it never ceases to amaze them how much children know and the tactics they use to get online and/or 

change settings while their parents are blissfully unaware.  Our children were no different – staff can vouch for the 

fact that many of them knew how to do things such as use hotspots, 4G or even a neighbour’s wifi, how to use 

another method to communicate (potentially with strangers) if ‘chat’ was turned off or restricted and some of 

them owned up to using devices behind their parents’ backs. 

Within the sessions for staff and parents the 2 Johns asked us as adults to take a fresh look at educating our children 

to deal with the challenges. A resume of their advice and information follows. 

THE PICTURE TODAY 

 Child Sex Offenders use the internet to watch and share child sexual abuse. They also use it to watch videos, 

groom children online and even live stream abuse. The age of children targeted by paedophiles is 

alarmingly low (primary school age). 

 Social media influencers can manipulate sites which can lead to fake news and people thinking that far 

more people agree with a view point than actually do.  Children and young people can be hugely 

influenced,   with self harming and taking part dangerous ‘challenges’ (some of which have resulted in 

serious injuries and fatalities) amongst the potential outcomes. Some of our children were aware of  

challenges, were able to explain that capturing it on video was ‘key’, with some also saying they had  

participated. 

 Gangs use social media to spread gang culture, the use of violence and share their values with young 

people. 

 Cyber bullying is at an all-time high and is having a significant impact on the wellbeing of children. 

 ‘Sexting’ within secondary schools is now close to being a cultural norm and the peer pressure to send 

images has never been higher. 

PREPARING CHILDREN FOR 2020 

Most children will know about ‘Stranger Danger’ but they do not have the life experience to fully appreciate the 

difference between ‘The Real World’ and The Virtual World’. They would know that it is not a good idea to accept 

sweets from a stranger but may not recognise the dangers of someone offering a ‘gift’ or an exciting lure when 

presented online. 

When children were asked whether they would tell their parents if they saw or heard something that worried or 

frightened them online many of them said no – among the reasons being that ‘their parents would be angry with 

them’, ‘they would have their phone/iPad etc taken away’, ‘they would be banned from the game’, ‘their parents 

don’t understand’.  Children were also very aware that if they felt in need of attention they could get this from the 

internet. This is really the starting point for the advice given – that parents should be involved in the online world 

of their children right from the start and work with them to establish an open dialogue, developing a relationship 

whereby the children will feel that they can go to their parents for help if something goes wrong rather than fearing 

the consequences. 

‘CLIFFTOP PARENTS’ 

The 2 Johns explained that they give this term to parents who don’t allow their children to have any access to 

online games or forms of social media until they are older and then, at a certain age (e.g. 13), allow them to set up 

accounts when they have not had the benefit of being nurtured and eased into the digital world bit by bit.  There 

is also the danger that children will set up accounts without their parents’ knowledge, again they would not benefit 

from the gradual process with help along the way – the 2 Johns liken this to having a rope tied around the child’s 

waist and letting it out gradually. Being involved with setting up social media accounts and online games with 

children, e.g. being a ‘friend’ to the child, playing online games with them or simply sitting next to them and 

showing an interest in the game that they are playing can help to decide whether a child is ready for the next step. 

 



 

 

‘SURVEILLANCE PARENTS’ 

The 2 Johns give this term to parents who believe they are closely monitoring their child’s online activity. During 

the sessions with the children they had discussed this and, as already mentioned, children came up with a variety 

of ways that they can still get online.  Some also said that they have used old devices and had talked to other 

players unbeknown to their parents.  They were able to give a variety of ways that this could be done, for example 

via Messenger or Whatsapp.  Some also knew ways you can get around the algorithm on, for example, Roblox, 

which prevents someone giving a phone number on the chat (numbers can be given via codes in the character 

movements).  The advice given to parents regarding Roblox was to allow the chat to be switched on but only for 

those players known to the child and agreed by the parent. Some children also said that they would install a game 

then uninstall it before giving the device back to their parents.  

APPS AND GAMES 

APPS and games come and go – the message here is that it is more important to think about what genre they fall 

into when considering how safe they are as they are often replaced with another, virtually identical one. We 

should also be aware of ‘games within games’. For example Roblox has some good safety features but ‘Adopt Me’ 

which is a game within it, could lead to children be offered gifts etc. and pose a threat. 

There was a discussion about Snapchat and how images can be screen shot.  Camera location settings were also 

discussed and parents were alerted to the dangers of a stranger being able to pinpoint exactly where someone is 

and potentially use this information inappropriately.  

Tik Tok was also discussed – we are aware that many of our children use this app.  The 2 Johns advised that this 

type of app might be a good starting point as long as parents are involved from the start in setting it up safely. 

However, they advised that live streaming of any sort on any game or app poses a real danger to children and 

young people and should be a definite NO. 

5 KEY POINTS TO CONSIDER DISCUSSING WITH YOUR CHILD 

We asked the 2 Johns to come up with an ‘Online Stranger Danger’ message that sets out key pointers that parents 

can share with children.  

 Everyone in a game is a real person, in a real house with real intentions. Some are good and some are 

bad. This is why we should only interact with people with know in person. 

 If someone swears at you they are a bad person. 

 If someone asks you to do rude role play they are a bad person. 

 If someone offers you gifts or any other incentives they are a bad person. 

 If someone wants you to leave the game chat and use another way to communicate they are a very, very, 

bad person. 

 If someone asks you to send a picture of ANYTHING to ANYONE then they are a terrifyingly bad person. 

 

Visit their website for more information, resources, step by step guides and links to other useful websites 

www.esafetytraining.org 

Facebook:   EST E Safety Training 

Twitter: @JohnsThe2 

Remember there are also many useful links in the Internet Safety section of the school’s website. 

Whilst recognising the importance of passing this information on, we do realise that this is sensitive and scary 

subject matter.  If you would like any further advice or information please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Mrs Mongelard and Mrs Coleman 

 

 

 

http://www.esafetytraining.org/

